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Women are not
getting a fair go
Top female lawyer says culture
is holding back women
behaviours and competencies."
"And the rules of engagement in the office
need to be changed to reflect working mothers'
needs. In many firms, the work ethic is measured
by hours in the office and that plays into the
hands of ambitious males.”
Cook gave suggestions for organisational
change in her keynote address at the recent
Women in Law Leadership Summit in Sydney.
At the centre was a proposed stop to
“rewarding the 24/7 mentality”.
“No 8am and 5pm meetings, but rather
thinking positively about what work can be done
remotely,” says Cook.
“This includes allowing phone-ins to meetings
when parenting and work schedules collide.
It also includes not entertaining clients solely
through golf days and State of Origin
games.”
Cook says a culture fix will be of
great benefit to women, who can
thrive under different conditions
to men.

Sharon Cook of Henry Davis York says there
won’t be more women at the top until the maleoriented culture of law firms changes.
Cook, the first woman to be appointed
managing partner of a top-30 law firm, cites only
23 per cent of partners in large firms are women,
18 per cent in mid-tier firms and 17 per cent in
small firms.
“The statistics are a considerable
improvement from 30 years ago, but are woeful
given the huge number of women entering the
profession,” she says.
"The culture of law firms needs to change
and it won't just happen. Ensuring that women
achieve partnership needs to be seen as a
business imperative – and treated as such."
"Law firms need to value all the traits of
leadership, not just those in the male
prism. Selection committees for
leadership positions need to
comprise men and women and
assess candidates on the
basis of published desired

Directors face tough

penalties failing to
protect workers
The introduction of the Work Health and Safety
Act 2011 (WH&S Act) last year brought a raft of
changes that make it significantly easier for the
regulator to prove personal liability and secure
convictions, says University of Queensland law
academic Dr Paul Harpur.
“The WH&S Act requires officers to take
certain steps. If they have not discharged their
duties then they can be held personally liable;
the company does not have to be found in
breach first,” says Harpur.
Previously, WH&S laws held officers liable as
accessories or through imputing a breach, so
the regulator had to prove that the officer had
sufficient knowledge that the company was in
breach, or establish that the company was in
breach but the officer had acted reasonably.
“Following an accident at work the regulator
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will devote resources to ascertain whether
there has been a breach of the WH&S Act. The
investigation will look at how the company acted
and whether or not officers have discharged
their personal duties. If an officer has not
ensured adequate systems are in place, and
in the absence of a defendable paper trail, the
regulator will find it relatively easy to secure a
conviction.”
Dr Harpur says that although the Act has
an extremely wide definition of an officer, with
differing requirements dependent on the size
and type of the organisation (i.e. for profit or
charity) and their position, officers should be
aware of a range of issues, such as workplace
bullying, discrimination, equipment and safety
procedures.

QLS election
Call for participation in QLS
annual election
The annual Queensland Law Society
elections are underway this month.
Nominations for positions on the council
close on October 3 and voting opens at
9am, October 7.
Voting is open until Tuesday, October 22
and the result will be known by the end of
that week.
The council has oversight of the QLS
and its role in protecting the rights and
interests of the profession.
The panel includes a president, deputy
president, vice president, plus eight
members and an Attorney General’s
nominee.
Members will receive an email from
Queensland Law Society with an invite
to vote using a secure online voting tool.
Voters must respond to a confirmation
email for their vote to be counted.
More information: qls.com.au.

Paul Spezza

NEWS

New player in
insurance

National firm enters Brisbane insurance law market
>Laura Daquino
Insurance law firm Wotton + Kearney has moved
into Brisbane to service the growing needs of its
Queensland clients.
The firm is set to become a major player in the
local legal market, offering a broad array of services
including public and products liability, professional
indemnity, property and ISR.
Wotton + Kearney Brisbane partner Paul Spezza
says Brisbane has extended a warm welcome to
the firm.
“We have definitely enjoyed a positive start and
have been busy with meetings since the opening,”
says Spezza.
“A feature of the last few months has been
getting out and spreading the word to our current
and prospective clients about our new service
offering.”
The July 1 opening had been a long time
coming, with clients previously urging the firm to
capitalise on the opportunity.
“We are better served to have a permanent
presence in Brisbane considering our insurance-

LOOKING FOR
STANDOUT
COLLEAGUES?...

related Queensland market has been growing for
some time,” he says.
“In more recent times, we’ve been dealing with
insurance claims arising out of catastrophic climatic
events of 2010 and 2011 including the Brisbane
floods and cyclonic activity in north Queensland.
“We have also been busy with class actions
regarding Storm Financial and the Rivercity airport
tollway construction, and a number of personal
injury claims.”
The firm was established in Sydney in 2002
before expanding to Melbourne in 2007.
“We’ve experienced some fairly rapid organic
growth, from opening in 2002 with only six lawyers
to now having over 95 lawyers and 150 staff
across the three offices,” says Spezza.
Business has been on the up and up for the
firm, which was ranked the fastest growing legal
employer by The Australian’s annual Legal Affairs
Partnership Survey for 2011.
The firm also secured a ranking in the
Australasian Legal Business Fast 10 in 2012 for
the fourth consecutive year, purely based on
percentage revenue growth.

… THEN ADVERTISE
FOR FREE WITH THE

COLLEGE OF LAW
Need a law graduate,
work experience student
or recently admitted
practitioner?
The College’s free online jobs
noticeboard can get your job
in front of thousands of PLT
students and new lawyers
across Australia.
See just how easy it is
to advertise - visit us at
www.collaw.edu.au/careers
today!

Visit www.collaw.edu.au
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Royal Commission
just scratching the surface

There is certain
requirements in corporate
settings ... but there
are ways to push those
boundaries.
Laura Chong

Commissioners shocked by child
sexual abuse victims' stories and
the depth of the problem.
Justice Peter McClellan says few people
understand the deep and life-long cost the
victims of child sexual abuse suffer as a result of
their experiences.
Speaking at a recent Bravehearts White
Balloon Day lunch, the chair of the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse says the full extent of institutional
child abuse is yet to be exposed.
McClellan has reviewed many sentence
imposed upon people convicted of the sexual
abuse of children, but says until now he has not
appreciated the devastating and long-lasting
effect it can have on a person’s life.
It commonly affects the person’s ability to
succeed at school and therefore hamper their
ability to gain employment later in life, while
also struggling to form appropriate social
relationships.
Both boys and girls are left with a distrust of
adults and difficulties with intimacy. Inappropriate
touching of boys may leave them with confusion
as to their sexual identity.
“They lose faith in their teachers and in the
school and may come to feel alienated from their
friends and family,” says McClellan.
“What many may consider to be low levels of
abuse of boys and girls can have catastrophic
consequences for them leading to a life which
is seriously compromised from what it might
otherwise have been.”
“Although the impact on the lives of abused
persons has been reported within the academic
literature I have no doubt that it is not well
understood by the general community.”
Many victims aren’t able to give a calm and
coherent version of events because of the trauma
they have suffered.
“Many have received counselling at various
stages of their lives, many have thought of suicide
and some have attempted it.
“Many people, including those who suffered
abuse thirty or forty years ago, break down in
the course of telling their story and require the
assistance of support persons to be able to
continue. The recounting of those stories is often
traumatic for the persons telling the story.”
The Australian Parliament amended the Royal
Commissions Act to allow the Commission to
hear from victims in private sessions, following
a similar provision to facilitate the gathering
of information in private as part of the Ryan
Commission into similar problems in Ireland.
“It means that the Commission can receive
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The fashion
ADVOCATE

A construction litigator is exercising her creative side,
designing corporate fashion that goes beyond grey
suits and pencil skirts

W
the personal stories of people in private and in
circumstances where they feel secure and not
threatened by having to confront their alleged
abuser,” says McClellan.
Evidence taken in private can now be included
in the report if it is “de-identified” and the
anonymity of the person is preserved.
One or two commissioners must be present at
each session, with two staff as assistants and a
trained counsellor must also be present. On the
advice of a psychiatrist, commissioners are only
allowed to hear four, one-and-a-half-hour long
stories per day, at a maximum of four consecutive
days in a week.

VOICES BEING HEARD
• The commission has received 4301 phone
calls relevant to the allegations of abuse.
• 326 people have told their stories at
private sessions.
• There are another 423 waiting for a private
session.
• Another 1000 people are waiting to be
assessed for a private session.
• The commission is receiving about 23 new
callers per day and it is expected at least 10
of them will require a private session. That
number is expected to increase as public
hearings start.

Some preliminary themes are emerging from
the interviews even at the relatively early stages of
the investigation.
“It is apparent that where an organisation
lacks an appropriate culture and there are not
appropriate practices and training of staff within
the organisation, there is a risk that sexual abuse
will occur,” says McClellan.
“In some institutions there may be only one
perpetrator. In others there will be multiple
abusers and many children may be abused.
In residential institutions sexual abuse is
almost always reported to be accompanied by
almost unbelievable levels of physical violence
inflicted on the children by the adults who had
responsibility for their welfare. Many of the stories
we hear will shock people.”
The commission will have to be selective as
it will not have the time to investigate and make
findings in relation to every institution where
children have been sexually abused.
“We will have to be selective. To make the
best use of our resources we have determined to
generally devote the public hearings to systemic
issues and policy matters,” says McClellan.
“However, we will also, where we find evidence
of a significant cluster of abused individuals,
conduct a public hearing.
“It may also be that some individual institutions
form part of a group of institutions which are
themselves part of larger organisational structures
which will raise systemic issues which we will
examine.”

hen you have to come to
work from nine to five, and
often nine to nine, five days
a week, you shouldn’t be
limited to wearing grey suits.
In a bid to push the boundaries
of corporate attire, Holding Redlich
construction litigator Laura Chong has
started her own online fashion label.
The 400 Co. was born from Chong’s
desperate desire to find more exciting,
stylish clothes to wear to work.
The name is based on a late 20th
century New York high society. Late
socialite Brooke Astor would reportedly
invite just 400 aristocratic females to
her annual gala ball, all of whom would
receive a personal calling card.
“I think corporate women are the
modern day equivalent of those high
society women,” explains Chong.
“There’s certain requirements in
corporate settings, particularly if you’re
going to be appearing in court, but there
are ways to push those boundaries.”
Initially Chong sourced the designs for
the online store, however she designed
the last collection and upcoming
collection herself.
“When I first started I thought that
perhaps I couldn’t design because you
have to buy in such large quantities,” she
says.
“It sounds a bit crazier than it actually
is. I was just interested in clothing and
thought about different ways of going
about that. The easiest way was to
source what I wanted, and then I started

sharing it with colleagues.
“The feedback has been even better
on my designs. I guess that’s because
it’s designed by a lawyer for lawyers.
“People have said it makes them feel
special and inspired to come to work. I
see some of the girls in my office really
excited to be a part of it, and that’s the
best part.”
Chong continues to work full time,
insisting her online business is important
for her work-life balance.
“I came up with the idea in the
summer holidays just gone,” she says.
“I had time to sit down and think about
what I want and I decided I wanted
something more on the side.
“I love my work but I also needed a
way to express my creative side.”
Chong first started working for Holding
Redlich as a law clerk during university.
She took a brief stint as an associate in
the Court of Appeal before returning to
the firm.
Chong will launch the new collection,
‘Legally 400’ at Fortitude Valley’s Capulet
Bar on September 27 with a fashion
show, canapés, entertainment and gift
bags valued at over $150.
The event will be emceed by one of
the youngest female equity partners in
Queensland, Holding Redlich’s Janelle
Kerrisk.
Tickets cost $15, and will entitle you
to your own personal calling card for the
event.
Buy your ticket at
www.the400co.com.au
Laura Chong
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Dibbs Riders
(Debra McCosker,
LexiMed)

Firms freeze pay as
lawyers work harder
Frozen pay and hold on hiring means lawyers are working harder and only some are being rewarded

Pedal
power
The Ride to Conquer Cancer has helped bring the DibbsBarker team closer together, but it is about much
more than having fun, the mission behind it is personal.
The team at DibbsBarker is doing its best to
help researchers find a cure for cancer.
The firm’s team of cyclists has raised almost
$300,000 for the QIMR Berghofer Medical
Research Institute over the past three years, as
part of the Rio Tinto Ride to Conquer Cancer
Event.
The team recently added $115,000 to the total
at this year’s ride, the second consecutive year
it placed second for money raised. Overall, the
Brisbane event raised an impressive total of $4.2
million for the cause this year.
Team leader is DibbsBarker partner Matthew
Rollason. His wife was diagnosed with leukaemia
about three years ago and is in the process of
recovering from the disease after receiving a bone
marrow transplant. He says almost everyone
involved in the ride has felt the effects of the
disease.
“It is very hard to feel like you are helping or
making a difference,” he says.
“If you can make a difference by doing
something which hopefully helps not only your
own circumstances, but the circumstances of
others who may come after you, then it is very
much worthwhile.
“It is always about doing the best you can in
difficult circumstances.”
Almost everyone involved in the ride had a
connection to the cause. One rider had the picture
of his eight-year-old former neighbour who had
died of cancer taped to his handlebars. Another
rider had five yellow flags attached to his bike, one
for each of his friends or family hurt by the disease.
“People riding had a genuine spirit and were
connected to a cause and connected to the event.”
The ride was out to Wivenhoe Dam and
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back, via Ipswich, which totalled about 220km,
or 282km for the riders who an extra loop to
Coominya.
Each year the riders are treated to a different
aspect of Queensland’s weather, first it was rain,
then wind and this year the riders had to cycle
through fog so thick they required a police escort.
But once the fog lifted, the weather was
magnificent.
“Next year it may well rain and that bit can be
horrible, but we are in it for the challenge and it
is not a patch on what the people we are riding
for are going through,” says Rollason, who is
also the leader of the DibbsREACH community
involvement plan. The DibbsBarker team rode

It is very hard to
feel like you are helping
or making a difference.
It is about doing the
best you can in difficult
circumstances.
Matthew Rollason
a combined 86,483 kilometres in 22 weeks of
training - the equivalent of 20 trips from Brisbane
to Perth, or five trips to Paris.
The group’s top three training cyclists were
Michael Hodgson, who topped the Dibbsometer
with 5015km; Keith Carl was second with
4951km; and third place went to Leighton Smith
with 4465km.
“This event has produced a really good group

of friends who ride on a regular basis and a really
nice culture of fitness and friendship.”
DibbsBarker also sponsored two support
vehicles which drove a total of 9500km over the
two days.
“As a team we have been motivated to do as
much as we can to help our country’s scientists
beat cancer,” says Rollason.
Professor Frank Gannon, Director and CEO of
the QIMR Berghofer Medical Research Institute
also participated in the ride.
He says the support of the DibbsBarker team
provides a huge financial boost for medical
research, and an important morale boost for the
scientists.
The ride has enabled the research institute
to instigate dozens of projects into a range of
cancers.
“We’ve funded exciting new work into
immunotherapy, which is a new frontier for treating
virus-related cancers, and we’ve been able to
buy new equipment to make sure our world class
scientists have world class facilities," says Gannon.
"Many of these projects would not have gone
ahead without the funds raised by the Rio Tinto
Ride to Conquer Cancer."
DibbsBarker has supported the QIMR Berghofer
Medical Research Institute for four years through
its DibbsREACH program.
The institute is home to more than 600
scientists, students and support staff working in
more than 50 laboratories.
The DibbsBarker team was assisted by a
number of sponsors, including People Palace
Cinemas; Vintage Cellars; Mark Duffas; All Things
Nice corporate caterers; Fresh Events; IPG print;
Magical Memorabilia; and KordaMentha.

A pay rise was very hard to come by last year,
with recruitment firm Taylor Root reporting a wage
freeze at most firms in its latest annual wage
report.
It says most law firms also have a freeze on new
hiring and this freeze ensuring lawyers have been
kept busy, but there is evidence firms in Brisbane
are thawing on the idea of hiring new talent.
Most lawyers surveyed reported a negligible, if
any, pay rise this year, compared to the 5 per cent
reported last year.
Taylor Root associate director Kathryn Parry,
says few Brisbane lawyers would have received
pay rises this year.
“It was a pretty quiet year in Queensland in
terms of recruitment and in regards to salary, it
won’t come as a surprise to hear a lot of major
firms in Queensland, and nationally, have freezes
on salaries in various guises,” she says.
Taylor Root has widened its salary bands to
recognise the pay freeze because many lawyers
aren’t being rewarded for their extra experience.
“There is more space in the bands to reflect
both the people who have had reviews and those
who have not,” says Parry.
“This is not specific to Queensland, it is specific
to the legal market in Australia this year. There
are no abnormalities in Queensland and it is not
different to what is happening to legal centres in
other cities.”
“Some firms have had firm-wide situations
where they have decided as an organisation not
to increase salaries and as a result, what we are
seeing across practice areas is that the bands are
changing.”

Experience

Top-tier firm

Mid-tier firm

1 year

$65,000 - $75,000

$55,000 - $70,000

2 years

$70,000 - $88,000

$65,000 - $83,000

3 years

$80,000 - $100,000

$78,000 - $95,000

4 years

$100,000 - $125,000

$90,000 - $115,000

5 years

$120,000 - $140,000

$100,000 - $135,000

7-10 years

$150,000 - $200,000

$150,000 - $180,000

10+ (Non Partner)

$180,000 - $220,000

$165,000 - $200,000

improve your work efficiency
AND your well being!
Join our WorKplace HealtH
and pHysical activity program (WHpa):

It is not all bad news, as Parry says job
vacancies are picking up.
“There are more jobs available now than earlier
in year, which is a good sign that things are slowly
picking up. I am optimistic as year progresses
and we get into Q1 next year there will be more
opportunities.”
The report lists litigation, technology, insurance
and construction as sought after areas of expertise
even in the stagnated employment market.
New entrant firms have also been active. They
are often branches of large international firms and
are running small, highly skilled teams.
Parry also says some lawyers are being
rewarded with bonuses, rather than pay rises.
“Some firms have structures in place where
people are getting rewarded through bonuses
reflective of the hours they have put in above
budget. Some people have not had their salary go
up in real dollars, but have been rewarded for high
performance through bonuses.”

Kathryn Parry

Package Priced for

$14.90 / WK*

Redeem your corporate exclusive
deal by contacting us with the
special code : BL2013

2 x 30 min circuits / week run and monitored by a
Personal Trainer in the gym (10-12 persons group)
Free Program and session with a Personal
Trainer to learn how to do the exercises
24 / 7 gym access to all the Stepz Clubs
No Joining Fee, No Contract.

Level 4, 132 Albert Street
Brisbane, 4000, QLD
Ph: 07 3162 2177

www.stepzfitness.com.au

Not redeemable for cash. Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer. First time Stepz Fitness members only.
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HOW CLIMATE
LAW HAS

changed
Environmental law is one of the most controversial areas of legislation,
but Karen Trainor has negotiated this complex field with aplomb for 20 years.

K

aren Trainor is regarded as one of
the nation’s top environmental law
specialists.
The Clayton Utz partner has 20
years’ experience in the field and has not only
advised business on navigating complicated
environmental law, she has played a role in
developing the legislation through all three levels
of government.
The Brisbane-based lawyer believes there is
room to streamline environmental legislation,
saying the number of pages of legislation doesn’t
always correlate with the best outcome for the
environment.
Environmental legislation has proved one of the
most controversial areas for governments over
the past decade and the election of the federal
Coalition government is sure to keep Trainor busy
over the next few years.

What have you been working on lately?
I have a varied practice. I started practising
environmental law over 20 years ago. The types
and diversity of matters on which I worked then
compared to now has evolved significantly in
line with legislative and regulatory changes and
developments, particularly the rise of climate
change issues.
My current practice has a large focus on
energy and resources projects, master planned
residential developments, and infrastructure,
as well as environmental law compliance and
planning litigation. I am supported by a terrific
team and we are fortunate to be engaged on
interesting projects that allow us to work with top
environmental specialists from around the world.
There is never a dull moment!
How has the practice changed in the
past 20 years?
I was one of the early starters in environment law,
which was in the mid-80s. Clayton Utz gave me
the opportunity to develop its environment law
practice and said 'we will do whatever is needed
to support you', which was fantastic.
I was involved in some early cases concerned
with coastal protection from sea level rises,
before laws were introduced to try to address
the problem. At that time there were emerging
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concerns about climate change and its impacts
with more of a focus on environmental amenity
and biodiversity. The biggest change has been
the extent and complexity of regulation to control
and manage environmental impacts. While
regulation is important there is some unnecessary
duplication at state and federal level.
It seems that we will enter a new phase with
the Coalition government, which has indicated
that it is focused on reducing red tape whilst also
maintaining appropriate levels of environmental
protection.
This area of practice is constantly changing and
the legislation is growing in complexity. The new
Coalition government has two platforms relevant
to my area of practice: streamlining the Federal
environmental approval application process
with the state process and the second being its
response to climate change, with the proposal to
abolish the carbon pricing mechanism.
Is the legislation effective?
It is not a question of how many pages of
legislation there are, but rather how efficient
and effective the processes are to achieve the

Reducing duplication
and unnecessary
applications is important,
as well as allowing projects
the flexibility to evolve
and change."
Karen Trainor
desired environmental outcome. The Coalition
has said that it will try to achieve a single approval
process for environmental assessments for both
the Commonwealth's EPBC Act and the State
environmental protection legislation.
What is proposed, as appears from the
Coalition policy statement, is a change to
the Bilateral Agreements consistent with the
recommendation from COAG, to create a one
stop shop for the approval of applications
assessed under State law and involving impacts
on Matters of National Environmental Significance.

That will mean one approval process at State
and Federal level. This will save time and money,
reduce uncertainty for business.
What have you found your business clients
are looking for in regard to environmental
legislation?
Business is looking for certainty: both in terms
of process and outcome. Reducing duplication
and unnecessary applications for environmental
approvals is important, as well as allowing
projects the flexibility to evolve and change.
Where did you start your career in law?
I have dual qualifications in environmental science
and law, which was beneficial in the very early
stages of my legal career where an understanding
of science helped me to provide more informed
and educated legal advice. I did some legal
studies work in my honours year and it really
fascinated me, so I decided to try law and I am
lucky enough to have been able to carve out a
career in a field that I enjoy.
I have been involved in a lot of environmental
policy and legislation development at state, local
government and Commonwealth level, which has
been rewarding.
I have also been active as a member of industry
advisory committees, advising the government
on options to achieve policy outcomes with
legislation, as well as submissions on how to
address legislative issues. It is satisfying when
something I have recommended is acted upon.
Special moments from your career so far?
A few years ago, I was a member of the
Queensland Heritage Council. In the early years
in that role I was involved in the heritage listing of
the point at 1770 (a town in Central Queensland)
where Captain Cook first landed in Queensland.
I was really excited about my role in that listing
as I felt it was important we acknowledged the
significance of the history of that place. I am
proud of the work I did as part of the Heritage
Council.
Congratulations on being named the AFR’s
top climate change lawyer this year, it must
be nice to make a list like?
It is great to get recognition from your peers,
colleagues and clients for what you do. I am really
honoured to be on the list, particularly with the
calibre of lawyers that are there.

FEATURE

that deserves to exist, as opposed to just a
resource to use up. You care about the health of
the place first and fit within it.”
She says an increase in community concern
for the Australian environment is a positive sign.
“A lot of people take a look at legal structures
and think we could never have rights of nature
in our legislation but we’re seeing an increase of
community groups concerned about the natural
environment in Australia.”
AELA is run by volunteers and mostly focused
on education and promotion, workshops and
conferences, as opposed to campaigning for
changes to individual pieces of legislation.
Established in 2012, the Alliance has brought
together around 120 members and conducted
workshops across the country.
“While lawyers, economists and academics
can all play a part of tweaking existing legislation,
or even re-thinking entire governance systems,
we’re not talking about lawyers sitting around
trying to tweak pieces of legislation.
“We’re trying to introduce better ideas of
governance but we won’t be spending time
writing submissions, instead we’re focused on
community-based campaigning.

It is about seeing
an ecosystem as an entity
that deserves to exist, as
opposed to just a resource
to use up."

Protecting
the rights of
Mother Nature
A group of lawyers, policy officers and academics are working
to give Mother Nature a voice in court
Imagine a Western legal structure or
governance system that places the earth, not
humans, at its centre.
Historically, environmental law has been
created to mitigate the impacts of industrial
civilisation which has treated the environment
as a resource that belongs to human beings.
However, a network of people and organisations
is fighting to turn the system on its head, seeking
a shift in law that would see humans adapting to
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exist within the limitations of the natural world.
Over the last 10 years, the idea of nature
having rights has emerged through a new theory
of law called Earth Jurisprudence or Wild Law,
which describes a system of governance that
focuses on the entire environment, not just
human beings.
Theorised by cultural historian Thomas Berry
and South African author Cormac Cullinan, the
literature seeks a shift in law from one that has

humans at the centre, to one that recognises
how humans interconnect with the environment.
It focuses on the right of nature to exist and
flourish, the need for human progress to exist
within ecological limitations and the benefits
of including indigenous knowledge systems in
governance structures.
The works, including Berry’s The Great Work:
Our Way into the Future and The Universe
Story From the Primordial Flaring Forth to the
Ecozoic Era, A Celebration of the Unfolding of
the Cosmos as well as Cullinan’s Wild Law: A
Manifesto for Earth Justice inspired the formation
of the Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature,

Michelle Maloney

formed as an umbrella for smaller organisations
across the world.
The movement achieved traction in Ecuador
in 2008, when rights for nature were included in
the new constitution. In 2011, lawyers used the
laws to force a government to repair damage to
a river from a road-building project, effectively
fighting that the river had the right to be a river.
The Bolivian government also passed laws in
2011 granting nature equal rights to humans.
Closer to home, the Australian Earth Laws
Alliance (AELA) is working behind the scenes to
bring about cultural change.
Co-founder and National Convenor of the

AELA, Michelle Maloney is currently working with
the Griffith University Climate Change Response
Program and is completing a PhD focused on
the role and regulation of reducing consumption.
She says Australia’s pro-development bias is
too strong to attempt wide-spread reforms to
environmental law.
“At the moment the prospect of having rights
of nature legislation introduced in state or
national legislation is probably not an appropriate
goal,” explains Maloney.
“We’re interested in the deeper underpinnings
of creating cultural change.
“It’s about seeing an ecosystem as an entity

“We want to promote the ideas we find
fascinating and reach out to people who are
interested.”
The AELA Wild Law 2013 Conference will
be held at the Ian Hangar Recital Hall at the
Queensland Conservatorium, Southbank on
September 27 – 29, with late registration open
to anyone with an interest or curiosity in earth
jurisprudence.
The multi-disciplinary conference will focus
on knowing our ecological limits; the legal and
governance mechanisms that can help us live
within our limits and how we can change our
current economic, political and legal systems to
create human societies that live in a harmonious
relationship with the earth community.
On September 30, the American-based
Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund
will visit Griffith University Nathan Campus for a
one day workshop and seminar series co-hosted
by AELA entitled Finding New Ways to Protect
Our Local Ecosystems Exploring Community and
Nature’s Rights.
The workshop will explore different approaches
to protecting the rights of local communities and
the rights of nature. Visit earthlaws.org.au for
more information and to book.
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VIEW
POINT

FIVE minutes with...
Jaswant Sandhu

Principal lawyer, Trilby Misso Lawyers
I have worked in the legal profession for
more than 12 years

I’ve always wished I could stop sweating
the small stuff, it’s not worth it.

I grew up in Coventry, England. My family
and I moved when I was a teenager to
Cairns for a year and then we moved to
Brisbane.

My iPod/CD collection is a mix of pretty
much everything. With two DJs in the family
we’re never short of music. Shocking but
true I could listen to Pitbull any time of the
day !

My colleagues think I am friendly and
approachable.
My favourite meal is anything cooked by
my gorgeous grandmother, always made
with love and great tasting. The same applies
to my parents' cooking.
I love my job because I work with a great
team of people and it makes coming to work
easy. I also enjoy helping our clients find a
resolution in what can be a very difficult time
in their lives.
But if I wasn’t a lawyer, I would like to be
anything that would allow me to travel more,
have not quite worked that one out yet
My favourite things about Brisbane are
the climate, the location, the proximity to the
Gold and Sunshine Coasts …. I could go on.
If I could be anywhere else in the world,
each time we travel I pick a new “I wish we
lived here” destination. Going by the last
destination, I ought to be living in Maui,
maybe I could move in next to Oprah ?
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I’m currently reading “The Turbaned
Tornado”. It’s the autobiography of Fauja
Singh, he started distance running at age
89 and completed his first full marathon
in just over eight hours. It fascinates me
that someone would change their lives so
dramatically at a late age.
I couldn’t live without my family,
particularly my beautiful daughter and my
understanding husband.
My worst habit is waking up too early on
weekends.
What is something people would be
surprised to learn about you? I purchased
pink weightlifting shoes last week ?
Who or what inspires you? Right now,
my amazing Crossfit Loganholme coaches,
Paula, Brendan and Sean.
What would you spend your last $100
on? My daughter of course as I don’t have
the ability to say ‘No’ to her.

The
story
within

Alex Correa

Storytelling is a powerful tool in advancing a
career in law, says Alex Correa.

Storytelling is an ancient craft. The power and
passion of a story shared has the ability to inspire,
captivate, empower, influence and provoke action.
For decades some of the world's most recognised
brands have understood the power of sharing a
story, one that connects with its consumers and
wins patronage and loyalty.
Apple, Virgin, SouthWest Airlines and the
BodyShop are well known brands that, in the
process of offering their products and services,
have literally sold us their story. These are stories
of vision, passion and values and it was in the
storytelling that many of us were compelled to buy
and follow.
It has recently been suggested that the ability
to share and articulate your own individual story
will quickly become the single most important
business skill to master. Connecting and sharing
the essence of a compelling and captivating story
can set people apart in a competitive market.
The truth is everyone has a story to tell. People
connect with stories that are personal, truthful,
telling and relevant. Whether we are promoting our
firm, or selling ourselves to prospective employers
or clients, the power in our story is what will
remain beyond any resumè or any marketing
paraphernalia.
Personal brands are increasingly more and more
important. Few can argue that when it comes to
operating in any niche market, the strength of your
brand will invariably impact on your ability to attract
the attention of those who pay you, be they clients
or an employer.
What should come as no surprise then is
that thanks to the internet, both buyers of legal
services and employers have at their disposal a

platform that allows them to do their research, well
before we even get an audience with them.
Recently an engineering firm scouted LinkedIn
for a construction law expert. Not to employ,
but to brief on a new project. Rather than simply
choosing a brand name firm they researched
lawyers who they had heard about in the market
and who’s online profile demonstrated depth of
experience and knowledge.
Now this was only the short-listing process
and a subsequent pitch followed, but it certainly
highlights the importance of having a profile
that best reflects your experience and skill.
Consistency of message across any public profile,
including LinkedIn, firm profiles and your resumè,
is particularly important as this will form the
foundation for your story.
The rules of the game are definitely changing.
law firms big and small are expecting lawyers to
be more involved in client relationships and in
business development. With a greater emphasis
on building new business, crafting your story
may just provide the boost your personal brand
needs. One thing is for sure, honest and powerful
storytelling is no passing fad, it’s just never been
highlighted in quite this way before.
Alex Correa Executive is a boutique
Legal Recruitment and Executive Search
firm based in Brisbane. Alex holds a
Business degree majoring in HR from
the Queensland University of Technology
and is a specialist legal recruiter with
over 17 years experience in the legal
industry gained with major national
and premier law firms as well as with
boutique legal recruitment agencies.

SO WHAT IS YOUR STORY?
What is it that you do? To best articulate this,
make it relatable to your audience.
What firm do you work with and what recent
transactions have you worked on? Known by
marketers as an elevator pitch, this can be a
30 second entrée to your story and might just
sound something like this:
I work with Jones and Brown and I'm a
property law specialist. I enjoy working with
property development companies and assist
them to get their projects off the ground. One
of the projects I have recently worked on was
the Canvas development at West End.
Developing the story further might include:
Why do you do what you do?
How did you get to where you are? No need
for a chronology of your experience, but just
choose the highlights.
What is some of the most interesting work
you have done? Again the more relatable this
is, the more powerful your story will become.
Get your story down on one page and start
testing it. Yes, you will no doubt have to adjust
and revise your story but it will quickly become
your very own core marketing message.
As Mister Rogers, a well-known American
educator and TV host, would say “It’s hard
not to like someone once you know their
story.”
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NEW
Appointments
QUT SCHOOL OF LAW
Professor Dan Hunter has joined QUT to
teach intellectual property and innovation. He
is revered internationally, arriving from the New
York Law School and has previously tenured at
the Wharton School. Hunter has an extensive
research record, specialising in intellectual
property, internet law and cognitive science
models of law. He works as a judge resolving
domain name disputes for the World Intellectual
Property Organisation. Students will benefit from
his academic standing, as he has co-written
books and holds board positions at numerous
journals.
JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS
David Thomas has been appointed as a
new Supreme Court Justice. Thomas will
succeed Justice Henry Fryberg, who is set to
retire in November. Thomas will be an asset
to the position, bringing more than 30 years
of experience in dispute resolution at Minter
Ellison. During his time at the firm, Thomas
was particularly recognised for his expertise in
maritime and international trade. He has also
served as a high-level strategic and litigious
commercial advisor to international and national
corporate clients and government. Owing to this
litigation prowess, he is independently recognised
in Best Lawyers International: Australia.In
addition to being appointed to the Supreme

Audine
Bartlett

Court, Thomas will take over as president of the
Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal
(QCAT) this month. Attorney-General and Minister
for Justice Jarrod Bleijie says Thomas has the
right mix of legal and administrative skills to
oversee the diverse cases in QCAT. Despite
his new roles, Thomas will sustain positions
in numerous peak domestic and international
business, including the Queensland Ballet and
Queensland Maritime Museum.
Tim Carmody has been selected as
Queensland’s new Chief Magistrate. Carmody
comes to the position from a diverse background,
beginning his career in law enforcement as a
police officer. He has also served as an adjunct
professor at Queensland University of Technology
and was Queensland’s Crime Commissioner
from 1998 to 2002. He led the Child Protection
Commission of Inquiry earlier this year, which
stands as the most comprehensive review of the
child protection system in Queensland’s history.
Carmody is esteemed in the legal profession,
with Hutchinson Legal Practice Director Daniel
Hutchinson citing his “no-nonsense, rational and
clear thinking approach” as ideal for his new role.
Carmody will take over from Chief Magistrate
Brendan Butler.

Richie Muir

SLATER & GORDON LAWYERS
Slater & Gordon Lawyers has added to its
expanding personal injuries practice, with the
appointment of Dan Sutherland. With more
than eight years of legal experience, he will be
an asset to the firm. Sutherland has previously
worked in private practice settings and held
in-house roles for plaintiff and insurer clients.
He specialises in workers compensation,
CTP insurance, medical negligence, public
liability, product liability and class actions. While
managing his own file portfolio, Sutherland will
also mentor a team of lawyers in his areas of
expertise.

Robyn Davies

Personal injury law firm Trilby Misso has appointed two new members to its senior legal
management team and promoted two other members of staff. Principal lawyers Robyn Davies
and Jason Lewis will commence as new practice group leaders within the executive group.
They will join Peter Hall who oversees motor vehicle accidents, with Davies leading the civil
practice group and Lewis heading the work cover practice group. Viktoria Stachelek and Ryan
Christianson will also step up as principal lawyers to support Davies and Lewis.

Email your new appointment details plus photo to editorial@brisbanelegal.com.au

QUT CRIME AND JUSTICE
RESEARCH CENTRE
Queensland University of Technology’s

CARTER NEWELL
LAWYERS
Audine Bartlett has joined Carter Newell
Lawyers as a senior associate in its resources
team. Bartlett was previously practising in
Victoria and has experience in commercial
contact drafting and advising on petroleum
and mining sectors. She has worked for top
tier private practices, as well as in-house legal
counsel for international companies. Bartlett
will bring almost nine years of knowledge to
the firm, enhancing its experitise in this sector.
Carter Newell Lawyers senior partner Paul
Hopkins says Bartlett will be a key investment in
this specialist field.
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QUINN & SCATTINI
LAWYERS

TRILBY MISSO

Law Faculty has appointed three leading
criminologists to the Crime and Justice Research
Centre. Executive Dean Professor John
Humphrey says their international standing will
be a significant boost to how the centre tackles
pressing criminological issues.
Emeritus Professor David Brown has helped
write and edit 10 books, dozens of text chapters
and hundreds of journal articles. This includes
co-authoring the textbook Criminal Laws, which
is widely used in New South Wales universities.
Brown has taught criminal law, criminal justice
and crime prevention.
Associate Professor Molly Dragiewicz has
come to the position from the University of
Ontario’s Institute of Technology. Her research
interests include gender, violence and family law.
Dragiewicz has written a book on these topics
titled Equality with a Vengeance. She has also
contributed many book chapters and articles to
international journals.
Associate Professor Russell Hogg from
the University of New England has previously
lectured at QUT and co-authored studies with
the School of Justice. He will bring a wide range
of experience in criminology to the role and
is currently researching punishment, civilising
processes and race involvement.

Richie Muir has been promoted at Quinn
& Scattini Lawyers as a senior associate in
the property team. Muir advocates efficient
and practical client service and has been
with the general practice firm since 2006.
He offers a wide range of expertise, with
experience in community title schemes,
body corporate matters and commercial and
rural conveyancing. Muir graduated from
the University of Glasgow with a Bachelor
of Laws (Honours) and is a solicitor of the
Supreme Court of Queensland and High
Court of Australia.

Getting a job is
one thing.

developing talent and
inspiring success

Building a career is an entirely
different experience.

Let us show you how.
Call us on 07 3210 0992
for a confidential discussion.
info@alexcorreaaxecutive.com.au
alexcorreaexecutive.com.au

In house | Private practice | Non legal professional
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EVENTS

EVENTS
PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT

COMPLETE WORKS OF
SHAKESPEARE

SEPTEMBER 19

SEPTEMBER 20
Liquidators and insolvency practitioners will
have the chance to learn the latest news
and case studies in this practice area.
Topics include pleadings, the Australian Tax
Office (ATO) and recent issues. Industry
experts will share their knowledge at the
event, including Barrister Paul McQuade
and Kathleen Cameron from the ATO. The
event will take place at the Law Society
House in Ann Street. Tickets are $390 for
members and $510 for non-members.
More info at: qls.com.au

SEPTEMBER 21
This abridged version is set to compact
the best parts of William Shakespeare’s 37
plays into one comedic performance. The
show will use popular culture references
and audience participation, making for a
unique and spontaneous experience. The
short and sweet retellings of the classics
skip the traditional language and period
themes. The play stars Damian Callinan,
Tim Overton and Nic English and will run
until October 6. Tickets start from $45 at
the Cremorne Theatre.
More info at: qpac.com.au

BRISBANE SINGS

WILD LAW CONFERENCE

SEPTEMBER 25
HopgoodGanim will host a breakfast seminar
to explore the use of water in coal seam gas
development and coal mining. Hydrogeologist
Iain Hair and Douglas Partners will join
forces to present an overview of coal seam
gas projects in Australia. The workshop
will consider the recent amendment to the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 and its impact on
resources. Limited spaces are available and
registration is required by September 18.
More info at: hopgoodganim.com.au

Cooper Grace Ward Lawyers will host a
half-day training program to offer guidance
in effectively managing performance of
employees. Participants will learn how
to manage legal risks, employer rights,
recruitment decisions and correct poor
performance. The session will cost $440
and start at 8.30am.
More info at: cgw.com.au

ANNUAL INSOLVENCY
INTENSIVE

ENVIRONMENT SEMINAR

G20 FORUM

SEPTEMBER 27-29
Research suggests that humanity is
too focused on economic growth and
consuming beyond our means. The
Australian Earth Laws Alliance will look at
potential changes to the legal landscape to
benefit the globe. It will feature numerous
speakers from Greenpeace, international
environmental organisations and universities
across Australia. There are plenty of side
events and attractions alongside the
conference at Ian Hangar Recital Hall in
Southbank. One-day registration is available
for $200 or all three days for $500.
More info at: earthlaws.org.au

GLOBAL CLIMATE
GOVERNANCE DEBATED

MASTERCLASS: PRACTICAL
ISSUES EXPLORED

OCTOBER 17

OCTOBER 17

Australian National University political
science professor John Dryzek will debate
the heated topic of climate change.
Dryzek is an Australian Research Council
federation fellow and author of a string of
books, specialising in democratic theory
and practice and environmental politics. He
will discuss global climate government and
offer suggestions for its improvement. The
free event runs for an hour and begins at
12.30pm at Griffith Law School Nathan.
More info at: griffith.edu.au

The Australian Financial Security Authority
will discuss the Personal Property Securities
Act 2009 during a comprehensive seminar
held at the Law Society House. Attendees
will be briefed on the practical applications
of provisions and provided with tips
regarding compliance before the expiry of
the transactional period in January next
year. Tickets start at $315 for members and
$405 for non-members.
More info at: qld.com.au

YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS LUNCH

COMEDY DEBATE

SEPTEMBER 26

OCTOBER 11

The Griffith Law School is presenting a
forum on the Group of Twenty Leaders’
Summit, focusing on dissent, police
powers and international reviews of security
implementation. Brisbane will host the
G20 summit in November next year, which
poses security threats for delegates and
the community. The forum will look at new
legislation introduced as a safety measure.
Anticipated guest speakers are Acting
Chief Superintendent Graham Coleman,
Dr Tim Legend and criminal defence and
administrative law solicitor Dan Rogers. The
forum is free of charge and will commence
at 5.30pm at Banco Court.
More info at: eventbrite.com.au

Queensland University of Technology’s
Faculty of Law will host its ninth annual Law
and Justice Comedy Debate on October
11. Debate teams will argue their position
on the topic ‘All the (legal) world’s a stage’
from 5.30pm at the Gardens Point campus.
Tickets are $25 for students and $55 for
the public, including drinks, canapés and
entry into a lucky door prize draw. All ticket
sales go towards the QUT Law Founders’
Scholarship Fund to help disadvantaged
students. More info at: qut.edu.au

NOVEMBER 16
Queensland’s most impressive young entrepreneurs will take the stage at Victoria Park in
front of a crowd of well-connected business people. Hosted by Brisbane Business News
and its parent company Business News Publications, the event will crown Brisbane’s Young
Entrepreneur of the Year for 2013. The keynote speaker is Jamie Pherous, founder and
CEO of Corporate Travel Management, one of Australia’s largest and publicly listed travel
management companies. The event will commence at 12.30pm and consist of a two-course
lunch with drinks included. Tickets are $109 per person or $990 for a table of 10. Phone 07
3608 2069 to secure a booking.Email: admin@bnpmedia.com.au

Share your next event with our readers. Email event details to editorial@brisbanelegal.com.au

ANNUAL PROPERTY
LAW CONFERENCE

SEPTEMBER 26-27

SEPTEMBER 21
Queensland Performing Arts Centre (QPAC) will present the annual Brisbane Sings concert.
The one night only concert will feature 500 massed voices, among them the Queensland Show
Choir and QPAC. Audiences of the show can expect to hear internationally appraised and wellknown music. The concert will take place at the QPAC Concert Hall for the first time since its
launch in 1993. Adult tickets are $38 and tickets for a family of four are $99. Pre-purchasing of
tickets is essential. More info at: qpac.com.au
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The Queensland Law Society will present
its 14th Annual Property Law Conference at
the Pullman Brisbane King George Square.
Guests can further their knowledge with
the latest developments in the industry and
network with professionals. The conference
will cover topics such as leasing, body
corporate issues and mortgagee repossessions. One-day tickets start from
$775 for members and $1005 for nonmembers.
More info at: qls.com.au
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POP CULTURE

SCENE ABOUT

WIN stuff

Samantha Traves, Peter Murdoch
and Donovan Burton

MOVIE

True tale of
Formula 1 hits
the big screen
Two-time Academy Award winner
Ron Howard (A Beautiful Mind, Frost/
Nixon) teams once again with two-time
Academy Award-nominated writer Peter
Morgan (Frost/Nixon/The Queen) for
epic action-drama Rush.
Set against the golden age of Formula
1 racing in the 1970’s Rush is based on
the true story of a great sporting rivalry
between handsome English playboy
James Hunt and his methodical, brilliant
opponent, Austrian driver Niki Lauda.
Hunt is played by Australian actor
Chris Hemsworth of The Avengers and
Thor while Daniel Bruhl of Inglourious
Basterds and The Bourne Ultimatum
plays Lauda.
The story follows their different

Elizabeth O’Connor
and Amy Tym

Insurance of a good time
at climate review

personal styles on and off the track,
while also delving into their love lives
and the incredible 1976 season in
which both drivers were willing to risk
everything to become world champion
in a sport with no margin for error.
Alexandra Maria Lara (The Reader)
and Olivia Wilde (House, TRON:
Legacy) co-star as Marlene Lauda and
Suzy Miller respectively, the women
who watched on in fear as their lovers
rocketed towards possible death.
Rush will be in cinemas October 3.
To win a double pass to see
this film, email competitions@
brisbanelegal.com.au with Rush
as the subject.

Pip Hunter, David
Lundmark, Jade Walden
and Jessica Devane

Anna Bartolo and Mick Martino

TICKETS

Journey to

Middle Earth

The music for The Lord of the Rings has become
one of the most popular motion picture scores
in history and is counted as one of film music’s
most complex and comprehensive works.
Following sold-out performances for the first
instalment, The Fellowship of the Ring in 2012,
the Queensland Symphony Orchestra was
compelled to continue the journey.
The complete score will be performed live with
film from 6.30pm on Saturday, October 5.
To win tickets for two people to see
The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers
email competitions@brisbanelegal.com.au
with Lord of the Rings as the subject.

Last month’s winners are:
Brisbane’s Riverstage will transform into
Middle Earth as it hosts The Lord of the Rings:
The Two Towers in concert with the Queensland
Symphony Orchestra.
The orchestral film event will be performed
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live in the natural open amphitheatre under the
baton of conductor Justin Freer, with soloist
Clare Sanabras and the Brisbane Birralee Voices
directed by Julie Christiansen, and Resonance of
Birralee directed by Paul Holley.

Book – The End of the Homosexual,
Dennis Altman
Mark Ryan, Ryan Kruger Lawyers
Sophie Uhlhorn, McMahon Clarke

Barry Nilsson Lawyers held its Annual
Insurance Law Review at QUT’s new venue,
Room Three Sixty, earlier this month.
The review focussed on climate change and
the insurance industry’s evolving role in a
changing climate.
Guest speaker Donovan Burton delivered
an update on the recent science and court
rulings on climate change issues, analysed the
ramifications for the insurance industry and
considered how insurers can be the conduit
for change.
He also gave interesting insight into
recent natural disasters including the NSW/
Queensland floods, Cyclone Yasi and the US
experience with Hurricane Sandy.
Dan McCormack,
Lisa Kennedy and
Tenniele Horton
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BNP media specialises in
creating branded content
for companies just like
yours. the benefits are both
exciting and endless.

EngagE mEmbErs,
stakEholdErs and cliEnts
Through the medium of a branded content campaign, your business can have a ‘voice’
and speak directly to its target market, stakeholders, members and clients.
It’s a great way to:
build brand awareness & brand loyalty
position your business & brand
engage members, stakeholders and clients
cleverly showcase initiatives such as community engagement
communicate key messages directly to target market
educate and take an authoritative voice within your industry
reach new audiences
create a value-add for loyal clients & members
showcase new products, services and promotions
effectively communicate the personality behind the brand/business
When putting together your next budget – consider adding branded content to your marketing mix.

Magazines

digital

custoM
publishing

design

brand
content

www.bnpmedia.com.au

contact jade harrison at Business News Publications for more information on 07 3608 2070 or 0412 416 689 or jh@bnpmedia.com.au

